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Current Trends and Future Issues.

by 'Jane Belau

, .

Is the future important? We can best answer that: question with 'another why do we
plan? We plan in "Order to manage our future. And it is imperative that we identify trends of to-
day"; assess the implicationsof those trends and that .we carefully plan strategies in order to
achieve our goals and fulfill our missions during times of change.

.,

As. persons participating in activities. of advocacy, planning arid deliveiy'of services as
: well as in education and training, our goals aqd mission center around assuring that -the needs-

. of developmentitryiksabled individuals are-met and that their rights are protected, that ser--
vices are appropriately delivered inthe appropriateenvironments with'assuiance of-quality,
and *that persons w ith-deiteloPmental, disabilities; their parents and/or guardians achieve full"

. .

participation ir; decision.makincand in influencing the- events. that haVe an imeact on their
lives. ,.

.. .-. .

Thus,. we. must think about Jutute issues likely to effect the quality of life for develop-...

inentally.disabled individuals and-their faniilies. We Must bring together persont.who are de:
4 .

velowneritally disabled0hei, parents and guardians, service providers, public policy influen:
. :oils, deCisici-makers, advodatet and firturists.for e.meaningful discussion and'.analifsis of- fu.

. Lure issues. Through these explorations we can define and prioritizeimajor.areas of concern,
and then begin the process' of developing alternative strategies for addressing the problems.

, .
identified. Our ideas must be. shared and _contributed to -the literature and public discussion in
order that we can generate and continue On-going dialogue. .r

.. . ,

.-. Forecasting l's*.an approach to eonsiderihg the future., Forecasting 'takes many forms
from. the assessment of the past, to observations of present trends, to the writing of a-scenario
or description Of. 'future along with a description of how to get there.:1 Presented here are ob- :

nervations current ,trends made and collected over a long period of time. There are obviAks '.
,

major implications as well subtle influences that; sho,uld'these trends continue in the same
.- manner,. will affect not only advocacy and* services for developmentally, disabled- persons but

other publicly funded services -as Well: Interruption, intervention in or management of Vese.,
trends would change 'the-possible outcomes; however, the first steps are sirripkto"share obser-

vations, report current trends, and identify some potential issues. Cone would not expect agree

3 4
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ment in',aU pf the observations bOt, rather, would/hope to generate dbbate, promote discussion

.arid illurination of the need to seriously consid7 the future now.
.

No current trend or :futur0 4ssue exists
/I

isolption or within cleanly defined categories,/ .
but there is a need to bring sonde' oftler to a Wing list of random but related observations. There

. . ,. /
seem 'to be four obsenrabie.enviroginents of the future: the systems and organizational envi-
ronment, the-socio-political environment,, the technological environment, and the economic
environment. Again, this caveat: this is not intended to be an exhaustive list of currents or a
definitive categorization: It is intended t prompt thought, distussion and debate;

The Systems and Organizational Environment

included in this set of observations are, systems, components of systems, programs and
..prganited..groups of persons who influence, participate in, comprise systems or parts of,
systems..

. . . . -

Discontinuity of progranis arid Programs must be/g*en time enough to develop'

integrity, .credibility and the ability to respond adequately to the needs for which they were '.
developed. Fickleness; in program design and initiativcontributes to fajkne; a continuing pro,
!iteration of new programs, new initiatives, new labels, designs, definitions of services aid those
to be served' only confuses the ;recipients, the providers and the public. A lack of sufficient
time to establish a program, a I/ck of adequate resources, little or no chance to evaluate and

Nth".

fine-tune predestines it to fail*. 7 e developmental disabilities' movement serves an xcel-
lent example. The concept wad established in legislation less' than a decade ago; it tembodie
principles of planning, cOordiniation of timilar servites to pbrsoni with similar needs and s-

. ;tablished councils; one for eacii state, and territory, made tip of providers of services,.p blic
members and-consumers in order that the planning process have the Maximum.oppertyriity for ,

effedtiveniss. In a recent article, Dr: Elizabeth Boggs comments on the specified rePreientation
for councils and their strength; iivsaying,

ti

These are peOple with diverse interests, people
whose pieces of power can be used either competi-

tivelyi or cooperatively? In the ordinary course of
events, many of th ndividuals, even,tliose in
goveiinment would be brought face-to-face.2.

a

Boggs goes, on -to quote Dr. Donald Stedman on the consumer role in the council mem-
. !

t of consumers, especially the
handicapped, 'is an absolute:necessity to improve

' the quality, timeliness and propriety of the service
needed as-well. as to guarantee that an appropriate'

bership:.

4



and objective evaluation can be derived in the face
of mounting service 'program costs ..3

With the unique strength that the developmental disabilities concept with, its planning councils
,could provide in terms of planning, coordination, maximizing limited resources, eliminating
duplication and filling gaps In services,. one would expect that the concept would be strength-
ened both' fiscally and continuity-wise making it a force to reckon' with rather than one that
can be ''waited our until it goes away. Instead of being able to move torward from a position
of strength and confidence, the program continues to struggle for a meaningful existence.
There has been,: at both the state and federal 'levels, uncertainty regarding responsibility,
authority, definition, regulations, reporting. requirement, administrative placement and a year
to year anxiety about the legislative future of the Developmental Didabilitles concept, Theex-
pension of the definition continues to challenge fragility of the coalition suPportingithe pro:
gram.

The early anti - poverty programs are given as another example of programs where at first

there was aggressive leadership, ample financial support, eager recruits, sympathetic media and
no visible antagonists. Time passed and funds became scarce, projects competed, local interest
groups developed strong counter movement and organizations had to use their resources and
energy-in defending their prc§ram rather than moving forward.4

Discontinuity of programs occurs in part:becauselegislatureSind the Congress'respond
to new issues and pressures. This is also true with other.program deiigners as well as funding
sources., has been shown many times that it is easier to capture the imagination with' new
and-innovative program ideas than to, sustain that interest in maintenance, monitoring and
strengthening an on-going initiative. . -

.

Those granting funds and establishing public policy from a federal level as well as from
Other sources change major directions from year to year. There. is i:arely 'a thoughtful, well-
developed long range plan for follow-through on a major initiativefor a period of years. When

-there is an. abundance of money; this is creative and stimulatei new areas of service. But when
there is inereasing.competitidic'for those dollars and a smaller money supply, it becomes more
important ta support those successful initiatives already started:

.. .
.

-Difficulty in ciea ring change in systems. Competing -interest groups 'and established
systems of providers sometimesare barriers to change. In Organizations and Social Change,
Charles Grover quotes from*Machiaveliiis The ,Prince:

. - .

There is nothing more difficult to arrange, -more
*dotibtful of success, and more dangerous to carry
through than initiating changes in a state's consti--
tutibn. the innovator makes enemies of all those
who prospered-under the old order, and only 'hike;
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warm support is forthcoming from those who
would prosper under the new.5

.

The.growth of complex, social systems. SRI Ina study for the National SCienceyounda-.
-tion, identified limitsno.the ma,nagement of large, complex systems as one of the six (out of a.
total 41) future Rroblems identified for in-depihe.tudy.6 Sixteen possible Manifeitations of ex-
treme levels of scale in social' system size are .defined; by Elgin and Bushnell in The Futurist
magazine.7Among them are included thg diminishing ability ot ari individual twoomprehend"

. the system, diminishing public participation in makingdecisions, declining public access to de-
cision makers With' more 1.:ertsinvolved in decision making, dehumanized interactions with
Increasing alienation, grbikrth in costs of coordination and .control. GrowtOigidity,

performance.decfine and .ultimately deterioration Of the system .are possible mai-Mesta-
tions-of large, complex/ysterns.

. .

. . We can all underitand the frustration of not knowing how to thread one's way *trough
;maze of program's, offices and individuals,.ty frystration that results from trying to impact an
institution who's! size promotes anonymity. The challenge's to one's patience and endurance
are great; disenchantment is more readily found and easily understood. Avoidance of the .

system or the protiess often 'results; disinterest and *apathy- conclude the Pengeofettitudes that

may begin with energy and an eargerness to solve a personal or:Public problem.

Increasing systems of information; In a attempt to evaluate andmonitor programs, to
manage cases, to 'track individuals and dollars. 'and for countless other reasons, information is.
being collected in an ever- increasing number f ways, The collection, storage, access, retrieval.

I

*and use of data raises questions concerning the-need for protection of information and privacy.
Information systerni need uniforM data *collected in uniform wail with the issue of who.witi

. . . 4 .

have access and hew much being weighed against how much- access:can be allowed and not
threaten -one's right to privacy" arid confidenpality/What is the u ' fulness of the stored. infcir-

/mation If it cannot be accessible t&those.who need it?
.

1 ...

Systems growth" and. decreasing Personalization. The Iatg r thesilitem becomes, the
more .depersonalized the .service becomes, and the process is ac mbanied by a growing.serme-

of povierleisness on thepart of therecipient as well as tide system participant. '

1,. . . - . . 4.- 4 . 4 ' ,
Increasing amounts of time, manpower and dollars coRb w to systems growth and are

consumed by the ;system.- The liescriptive plans, information of kkinds, evaluation,.reporting
and feedback eccomPanying grorth in programs and large sy tatns amounts to substantial
cost in time, personnel ind money. In times, of limited resour es, trade-offs must be made.

'4

TIrelSo'cio-Political Enyironmfrnt

Changing attitudes and a reported &cline in altruism.' R sing:costs of all goods 'and ser-
vices withodt a corresponding4.rise in spendable income affe s all perso . People become
more c.ncerned about themselves, their personal needs arid Itendohus less ajont others.

.

''
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And there are other reasons foi these
/
changing attitiadesi ,

C an:oing nature of traditional: institutions like the family. Farnilies have changed from
the ext nded family to'the nuclear-family tethe variety of -family forms existing today. The
growin lack of commitrnerit to farnilies and other institutions challenges a'wide range.of tra-
dition I values based on the nuclear family of parents and children: Attitudes are reflected in
respp sibility expressed toward other related family members, our aged and 'disabled' persons
as we I as to those around us: Much has been Written aboUt the changing' nature of how indi-

at
vidu Is in today's society perceive others in thesame society. Ellen Goodman, Boston Globe
colii nist syndicated by the Washington Writers Gioup,.recently wrote of the new hostility- .
be e'en. adults rd children and warns that something has gone wrong in the relationship be:
twa n the community of adults and children. Defensive, inward adults, Goodman says, have
bedotne "hunian signposts. of the erosion, bit by bit, of a wider sense-of responsibility and con-

! . .

..nertion between generations." 8.
. .

.
,1

.

1 High mobility -of families add individuals. Increasing mobility of families and individuals
..hlas contributed to the decreasing outreach outside of one's own immediate grouping. Stresson

individuals withodt support of a larger family or community group on a more permanent basis,
endan increasing Unwillingness to commit emotional energies toward others outside one's per-
sonal environment are other manifestations of high mobility. e
i .
. .

The current emphasis on success ar4d physical perfection. Society's current activities,
as well as its best seller list, center on power, success, winning; beauty makeovers, how to
dress, how to run. Magazines feature articles on the physical elite emphasizing perfeotillinDiir
values are reflected in what we do with our time, what we read, and what wp buy; it is clear.
that success has become our model. ,

Diminishing participation in organized religion. As participation declines, fewer people
will be,oracticing the traditional chrch philosophies with their emphasis on tink\for others.

14iViduals are yielding their "brother's keeper" roles to the public seetor. It ',has I a

pened unconsciously, but a new generation Ilas grown up with government as they pri rY
- provider ofi fiscal 'reimbursements for care of persons in need. It has seemingly become c-.

cepted as the way things are done. .

,

. individual sense of powerlessness. As mentioned in the section on systems, one result
from confronting those lystems is frustration which turns into and is vented on service pro-
viders, the amount of money 'spent on services and, finally, on those most vulnerable, the re-
cipients themselves. 4

.

The continually reinforced trend' toward instant gratification. Messages from our culture
say patience is no longer a virtue. We- don't "save for rainy days",.anymore, because inflation

eat up all the money. We don't buy on layaway with a down payment anymore because it
is' easier to charge it to a bank card. We don't save for our old age, anymore, Iscause,We have.

8
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perision plans, orithe govern
whq's waiting, any ay. Mar
of death do us
and a machine, fas

becoming a rule.
require great ,petl
term concerns an

nt will provide support or we probably won't be able to afford
ge is reported to have changed in its perceptions from the time

"as long as we both shall love." We seek instant rlioney with cards
foqd, electronic machines reading grocery boxes. The faster the better is
hat is the message for us when the pellpie with and for whom we work

nce....and where our concerns for the developmentally disabled are long
wher, progress is made slowly?

In addition to the changing attitudes, there are other significant trends observe* in the
socio-political environriit.

A climPe of organizational or movement backlash. The recent reference by Andrew
Young to the new "negativism" regarding civil rights, the prolonged. controversy and debate
surrounding. the ratification and the time extension for aratification of the equal rights mend-
ment for women, and "voter repeal of other hum?) rights ordinances clearly demonstrate what
others are calling a backlash phenomenon. Emerging resistance to directed change and
reluctance.to rily for changes' relating to rights of handicapped individuals indicates an area of
growing challenge where the resistance Trus-t- be confronted in an effort to preserve gains made
in P.L. 94-142, the 504 regulations of the Rehabilitation Act and provisions for protection
ar4advocacy. ,

Devaluing of volunteerism as an activity. The concept thit says all people should be paid
a meaningful wade for their work has tended to devalue volunteerActivity. This is a particular
problem especially now when what we need is arc increased involvement.of the private sector in

.

services, a resurgence, if you will, of volunteerism when dollar cutbacks will reduce paid staff
in some programs.

The in flttnce of media. A force to be ,reckoned with is the tremendous influence of the
electronic rnedi o. n as a piople, its influence on our attitudes toward- others,.our expecta-
tions for ourselves and its emphasis on youth, beauty, mobility, affluence and exciting, re-
warding lifestyles: 'Ultimately, it affects our attitude, behavior and willingness_ to care for
others who are not young, beautiful, mcibile,.afflUent and. exciting.

a

Further, we areznot learning skills of communication while passively viewing activities
through television. l'f(we cannot argue, constructively disagree, achieve consensus or convince
each other of a point of view, we cannot successfully corranunicate or relate to one another or

.
on behalf of one another. The National Science Foundation report by SRI details the socio-
cultUral impact of media:

Rather than direct experience in tht real

world, an increasing proportion of people's
fife experiences are vicarious through the
media. Consequently, their perception of
social 'reality may be distorted and their judg-

8
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.ffient may be more susceptibletto intention-
al andunintenlional manipulation. ey may

also tend to withdiaW from direct political
and.social participation.9

We are in _aging population,. Statistics show that, as the years pass, fewer in America will

work to support more. This becomes hot only asi issue for the 'working and workedfor,-but be-
comes an issue of. available dollars as well. The'well publicized problems of the'Sociel Seco-

7-c pity system andpWston funds in other sectors becomeexamples of where part.of this issue will
foals Developmentally Disabled persons in heed Otiertiikerand-long-term care will compete
with increasing'derp.andsfrom a larger populationbroldar persons for resources.

Fluctuaticl.11neinploymentand underemployment. This creates corresponding diffitulty
for disabled persoh*P4S get)obsLparticularly, appropriate jobs with in-service- training, arid

, opportunities for upward.mobility.
. .

The "decline of liberalism" or the -"new conservatism." These two phi-ases have been
mentioned regularly in the media recently. The exact extent of the changing philosophy is un-
known; it varies in different areas of the country, -and' there are a wide variety of opinions to
explain -just what the two phrases mean. However, what is always implied by those phrates is a
growing reluctanceo pay for publicly supported human services.

Thera is a :dec raise in public advocacy for programs of service. Perhaps Much of this is
-due to the current econornic climate, but few, if any, persons are-running for office in the up-.
doming elettions on a platform of more promns-or increased fundirw.

increasingly complex ethical issues. Technological advances have generated a series of
complex ethical issues and interest groups seeking to affect decisions involVing those issues' will

draw a.great deal of public attention to them..-Biological'advances,- life extension, genetic engi-,
neering, cloningt"test tube"' babies, alabition policies,. euthanasia, and a number of other issues
will be thrust into the public forum. Questions of access, SeleCtIon; circumstance, and who will
decide are among those that-must be discussed. Underlying decisioni will be valUe statements

. .

important to us as a society. -

The world food crisis. In many areas of the world a food crisis already exists: In other
areas malnutrition exists despite relative affluence because of -poor quality food and'pOor
eating habits. One of the causes of deficiences, both- congenital and developmental, is malnutri-

' tion.

-Competition with major national and international' issues. Major world crises in a num-
ber of areas Can make disability related services seem unimportant in terms of competing for
the attention of the public and the decision makers. The potential for conflict in parts of' the
world (either directly or indirectlyinvolvin,g us), energy, the world money rnarketand the con-

. tinuing fluctuation in the value of the dollar, rebellion of the 'nation's food producers, poi-,,,

9
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lution of our air and water, conflicts over land use and between public good and private rights,
strikes by workers and urban violence are among-thOse competing issues.

1

P
.

4-
The7Technological EnVironment°

a

-This may be an area in which the Change willabe the most dramatic because of the poten-

tial for "brebk-throu*ghs." Overnight, research of many decades might pay -off and massive
change result. The point in considering technology, though, is to assure us that we manage the
technology and that it does not control us. Chaljenges in this area include: 1

.

4

#
*How to just "keep up" with technologyrelated information and advances.

.

*The effects of technology on human thinning and.behavior.

*The dehumanizing effects of increasing use of technologies. Where will people fit?
What will this do to uses individuals and as a society?

. , .

*How to use technology in the most constructive way, so it directly benefits individuals. ,

-*Increasing use of technology with risks in safety, loss of privacy or information, or ac-
cidental interruptibn of activity through malfunction.

4

*The possible destructive capacity of surveillance and weapons technology. Questions of -
use by whom, on whom, and who will decide are critical issues.

Communication n ology will create uneven access to inforrhation. As more informa-
tion is hell in sopnisticated computers, accessing information will require a highelevel of skill,
and educatiop. The SRI study for the National 6cience Foundation describes a "growing subs
culture of the information -poor" and the groilving gap between those who will have inform
tion and those who will. not.) °

.

%

The Economic Environment

... -.The recently exprbssed and opparently increasing taXp r sensitivity to government
spending will have a definite 'impact on public and private unding for services. While the
focused Expression of this attitude occurred in the Califom a dote on Pr position 13 reducing
revenues for California's local governments, it is already cl r that the sent t expressed by

California vofers is being expressed elsewhere with anticipato action bein aken by the Con-
gress and other elected officials. While this environmentmay h ..... on our future,
other economic trends will also effect publicly funded services:

i

Inflation. Inflation is identified in many parts of the country as our number 6ne prob-
lem. It is 'especially difficult for individuals on fixed-inc9mes as many developmentally dis-

, abled persons are. It is also difficult for publicly funded services when costs of serving continue
. -

.

4
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4to rise and sources ót funds are becoMing restricted. Inflation ip linked to many of theSocia-
. political trends discussed previously.

The emphasis in the government and the private sector on economy and efficiency. Most
persons recognize the difficulty in effectively demonstrating cost/benefit ratios in human ser-
vices. The SRI study acknowledged this in 'describing the need for better socio-economic

. models and observed that the."managemeni technology appears to have grown faster than de-
sign capabilities for social science systerps."11

The trend toward integration and consolidation of human services. Consolidation of ser-
vices has been proposed or-implemented at all levels of government for different reasons: Sys-
tems persons feel it is a better way to organize the delivery of a number of services. Those who

provide fdrids see integraticin of-services as a way to put costs and provide administrative ef-
ficiency. The concomittant problems of tracking people and dollars thrdugh a totally inte-
grated system may be outweighed by improvement in that system. If the integration and con-
solidation mantas a cost-cutting measure without a goal of improving service delivery, then it
requires thorough consideration and review of the possible* effects on services to individuals
with disabilities.

Grow g local costs: Resistance 10 major public policy directions from upper levels of
governme t is developing at the local levels of government where officials are most accessible
to the v ters. Local officials are now looking at "seed money" and "start-up funds" with .a
wary eye and ask, what will it cost us in a year or two? The costs accompanyirig major initia-
4ives continue to emerge at the local level. These are often not projected in initial discussions
because many of the hidden costs are unknown. The cumulatk costs at the state and local
levels of legislative and administrative directions without accompanying funds are of growing
concern.

Growing competition. for the same dollars. An increasing number and variety of pro-
.

grams are competing for the Title XX Social Services money, for example. Facilities and ser-
vices for the developmentally disabled are facing growing competition from correctional pro-
grams,.chemical dependency programs, shelters for battered women, programs for mentally ill
persons, all developing the full spectrum of services and, where possible, facilities. These are
but a few examples of the programs accompanying emerging movements as those advocates
sharpen their lobbying skills and skills of program develdfiment.

Continuing need for research in areas of economic support and funding reimbursement
mechanisms. Whether in the area of a rnional, adequate progam of economic support for indi-
viduals with disabilities or whether in the aret of home health care, attendant care or other
support services,, it remains necessary. for attention to be directed at the issue of financing and
human 'need.

PQtential devise in voluntary sector support giving. As individuals' real.income grows
.

more slowly or decreases, so may voluntary giving. As with the decrease in volunteerism, the

4k
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decrease in financial support given the voluntary sector occurs at a time when an increase in
.

private sector support will be needed.
, ,. .

The possi*extension of cost containment measures. Cost c ment is a recent
.: . . stra-

tegy for'putting elid on the cost of health care. In,an economic climate wheretherere fnore-, .

dbmantis thane doitars, the eiitenSiOn .of cost contains-nein to hurnIn services becomes a possi- ,
. ... ..

bilitV. There: is ark excellent cipportunity.here for -the planning and cOordinatiOn of services.pro- ..

vided 'in the" developm4,4vdisabilities legislation to "demonstrate the Value. of that' planning
and overview. *. -

Looking' to the Future
4 -.

A;

. ...
Let's look at these and other, current trends. Let's ask, liow do these trends and the ..-,:;47'.:

lifted potential problems affect our mission of service? Ta the list of future'issuesand add
some. Change some. But seriously consider the.future. The decide how to manage it Develop ' s'.
a-strategy.

As a beginning, we must:
NM.

ha pen our communications skills and communicate.needs to the appropriate audi-
ences.

*Develop a management approach to the provision of ,service's with understandable
goals, reasonable goals and quantifiable goals.

*Recognize the need for strengthening planning, articipation in setting and resetting
priorities and allocations of funds while, recognizing ie limits to resources.

*hick be divided by resource limitations 'like compet but, rather, we must Work to-
gether with others sharing our needs in meeting those needs in the best possible way.

ust encourage commitment to people; rediscover caring and compassion as well as
dedie n to the provision of services, protection of rights, advocacy, and full participation by
disabled persons and families in public Policy setting. It is a jime to become better planners, be

__better managers and More effective influencers. It .is a time to support good people in govern-
ment who have been "broad-brushed" into,"big government." It_ is a time to assess oUr own
opportunities to cut costs ifpossible, to set our own priorities and, all the while, make sure
needs are being met with quality, and adequate resources.

it is a time to. iew future issues. It's our move/
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